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Care and Cleaning of
Contractors Wardrobe® Products

To enjoy many years of service from our fine quality products, please follow these
instructions:

WOOD GRAIN PANELS

Cw®'s Wood Grain Panels are a great alternative to mirror. It can be a challenge to
clean, accumulating dirt and dust over time, but using these guidelines, it is possible to
keep your wood grain panels clean with a minimum of effort and time.

It is best to start with a clean, damp cloth to wipe the panels. If something stronger is
needed, use an all-purpose cleaner or white vinegar diluted in water. Rinse and dry.
Use a toothbrush to clean along the edges and cracks. Let the surface dry completely.

Never use cleaners with bleach or other harsh abrasives as they will damage and dull
the surface.

Mr. Clean Magic Erasers are also a favorite tool of ours.

PAINTED GLASS

The best and safest cleaner for a mirror or Cw®'s Painted Glass is clean, warm water
used with a soft cloth. Do not allow water to collect and remain on the mirror edges.
When using a commercial glass cleaner, use a brand that does not contain ammonia.

Never spray cleaner directly on to a mirror. Always apply to a clean, soft cloth, and then
wipe the mirror.

Tile, wall, abrasive, or detergent cleaners should not come in contact with mirrors,
especially the mirror edges. Certain common chemicals found around the home, such
as, chlorine, alkali, acids (sulfuric, in pool cleaners), acetic acid (vinegar and cabbage)
and ammonia can be very harmful to mirrors.

If you have steel framed wardrobe doors, do not allow any liquid to drip down and
accumulate in the steel frame or bottom track.

Use your stove hood fan when cooking. Airborne chemicals, although harmless to
humans, can be harmful to mirrors.

Ventilate your bathing area when heavy moisture or steam is present. Open a window
or use the room fan to remove moisture laden air during and after bathing.


